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Dave Desjardins
Business Development Manager for Tempering at Watts

david.desjardins@wattswater.com
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Outline

At the end of this presentation, you will be able to understand:
• The importance of mixing valves in a plumbing system

• The evolution of technology that blends water in mixing valves

• Thermostatic Mixing Valve technologies
• Digital Mixing Valve technology

• The benefit of Digital Mixing IoT Connected devices
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Importance of Mixing Valves
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The Importance of Mixing

Scalding Legionnaires’ Disease Conservation

A rise in the number of people scalded in public buildings from hot water, the increase in 
Legionnaires’ disease, and the demands for water conservation are challenges that designers 
face when specifying water mixing and circulation systems. 
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Safe Water Temperature

• According to the American Society of Sanitary Engineering 
(ASSE), burn injuries can occur at temperatures above
120°F.

• Most codes recommend that all of the components of a hot 
water delivery system are set at temperatures that prevent 
hot water burns. 

• There can be wide fluctuations in hot water temperatures 
supplied to any plumbing fixture, resulting in unsafe 
conditions and potential liabilities. 

Maintaining safe water temperatures throughout a building is crucial to public safety.
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Safe Water Temperature

Hot water temperatures can vary widely throughout most building plumbing systems, 

causing uneven and dangerous temperature swings and inconsistent delivery temperature 

to fixtures and fittings. 

• 115°F+ temps for showers in 91% of the first 100 rooms tested

• 120°F  temps for showers in 78% of those rooms

– At 122°F, it takes 1 minute to produce a first-degree burn 

– At 140°F, it takes approx. 5 seconds to sustain a first-degree burn 

• The thermal shock from a rapid and uncomfortable change in shower temperature can 

cause a fall or serious injury. 

A survey of major hotel chains was conducted to review the temperatures in their hot water system at 

showerheads and faucets. 
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Legionella

• 62% of the surveyed rooms had hot water that was set at 
the prime temperature for the growth of the bacteria 
Legionella Pneumonia. 

• Inhalation of aerosols or mists containing the bacterium is 
presumed to be the primary means of acquiring 
legionellosis. 

• Aerosolized waters from cooling towers, evaporative 
condensers, showers and humidifiers have been identified as 
sources of infection. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), an estimated 8,000 to 18,000 people are hospitalized with 
Legionnaires’ disease each year in the U.S. 
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Legionella

• CDC Field Investigations: 2000-2014
• Most Frequent outbreaks settings

– Hotels - 44%

– Long-Term care facilities -19%
– Hospitals -15%

• Source
– Potable Water - 56%

– Cooling Towers - 22%
– Hot Tubs - 7%

– Industrial Equipment - 4%
– Decorative Fountain - 4%

Courtesy of CDC: mm6522e1.pdf (cdc.gov)
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Reasons for Legionella Outbreaks

Courtesy of CDC: mm6522e1.pdf (cdc.gov)

1) Process failures, in which a process, such as a water management 
program, was missing or inadequate

2) Human errors, in which a person made incorrect or unauthorized 
changes to the water temperature;

3) Equipment failures, in which a piece of equipment did not operate as 
expected, such as a malfunctioning disinfectant delivery system; and 

4) Unmanaged external changes, in which adjustments were not made 
to account for events outside a building water system, such as nearby 
construction leading to changes in potable water quality
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Legionella

Legionella 
Growth Chart

• The ideal temperature for the growth of Legionella is between 95-115 degrees F 
— the same temperatures that are safest to prevent scalding from hot water.  

• Water temperatures must be high enough at the point of source to prevent 
bacterial growth and low enough to prevent scalding at point-of-use. 

• When it comes to Legionella bacteria, outbreaks occur when two or more 
people become ill in the same place at about the same time, such as patients in 
hospitals.

Courtesy of OSHA

Below 
68°F

68°F -
122°F 

Above 
122°F 

131°F 140°F 158°F

Dormant Thrive Survive but 
don’t multiply 

Die within 5-6 
hours

Die within 
32 minutes

Rapid kill
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Legionella

Considerations

Water Distribution Temp
• ASHRAE Guideline 12 recommends above 120 F
• Scald Prevention

• Locate Mixing Valve as close as possible to fixture

• VA Directive 1061 – Recommends above 124 F
• Required Monitoring:

• Hot and Cold continuously
• Incoming water
• Hot Water Source – Discharge
• Return of the circulation loop
• Hydraulic Remote Points

• Scald Prevention
• POU Max 110F

• Flushing
• Low use fixtures 2x weekCourtesy of CDC: Toolkit
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Thermostatic Mixing Valve 101
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Hot water delivery systems have been engineered using last century components and engineering. 
Now, they must deliver safety at the touch of a button.

1919
Liquid Filled

2000
Paraffin

1911
Bimetal

The Evolution of Mixing

Early 2000s
Digital M ixing

2020
Digital M ixing

W ith IoT
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Mixing Valves 101

• Upon use of tempered water, a thermostat in the mixing 
chamber of the valve senses the outlet temperature. 

• Automatically positions a seat assembly that controls the 
flow of hot and cold water

• If mixed outlet temperature increases, thermostat 

expands moving the seat assembly; allows cold-water 
inlet port to open more fully; restricts hot water inlet 
port 

• If mixed outlet temperature decreases, thermostat 
contracts moving the seat assem bly; allows hot water 

inlet port to open more fully, restricts cold water inlet 
port

• M ixed outlet water temperature is automatically and 
continually maintained at the preset temperature

• A mechanical adjustment permits selection of the desired 

outlet water temperature within range of the valve. 

• W ithin the tolerances of the appropriate ASSE standard.

Thermostatic Mixing Valve Operation

15
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Mixing Valves 101

• Equal pressures or under 20 percent differential across 
inlets

• Field installation according to diagrams and proper 
balancing

• Properly sized valves and recirculation pumps as well as 
appropriately placed checks

• Implementation of a regular maintenance program

• High-quality water, free of scale and debris Mechanical Thermostatic Mixing Valves (TMVs) continue to 

provide safe, reliable performance. 

For the past 100 years the technology has changed little, 

short of adding paraffin to the actuator instead of liquid, 
chemical filled or bi-metal coils. 

These valves provide optimal performance under 
the following conditions:
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Mixing Valves 101

• At the point of source, hot water is set
at a higher temperature and then

delivered to a variety of point-of-use
elements such as faucets,
showerheads, laundry, and laboratory
equipment.

• A well-designed system will mix hot

water from the boiler with cold water
to the selected temperature.

• Pressure-balancing valves protect
against fluctuations up to 50%, but

limited temperature fluctuations.

• Temperature-balancing valves protect
against temperature fluctuations up to
25°F, but limited pressure fluctuations.

• Temperature/Pressure balancing valves

protect against pressure fluctuations
up to 50% and temperature
fluctuations up to 25°F.

• At the point of use, the temperature
of the water is controlled through

thermostatic, pressure-balanced, or
combination valves to the required
set-point temperature.
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Mixing Valves 101

American Society of Sanitary Engineers
§ ASSE 1016 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Autom atic Com pensating Valves for Individual Showers 

and Tub/Shower Com binations 
ü Bath & Showers Only, Types P, T, T/P

§ ASSE 1017 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Tem perature Actuated M ixing Valves for Hot Water 
Distribution System s

ü Point of Source, Type T

§ ASSE 1069 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Autom atic Tem perature Control M ixing Valves
ü Gang /Single-Temp Showers, Type T

§ ASSE 1070 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Water Tem perature Lim iting Devices
ü Lavatories & W hirlpools, Type T

§ ASSE 1071 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Tem perature Actuated M ixing Valves for Plum bed 
Em ergency Equipm ent

ü Emergency Fixtures, Type T

§ ASSE 1062 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Tem perature Actuated Flow Reduction (TAFR) Valves for 
Individual Fixture Fittings

ü High Temperature Cut Off, Type T

§ ASSE 1066 - Perform ance Requirem ents for Individual Pressure Balancing In-Line Valves for 
Individual Fixture Fittings

ü In-Line Pressure Balancing, Type P

18
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Mixing Valves 101 – Shower Valves P and T/P
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Mixing Valves 101 – Point of Use Mixing Valves
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Mixing Valves 101 – Point of Source Mixing Valves
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ASSE/CSA Listing ASSE 1017/CSA B125/UPC ASSE 1017/CSA B125 ASSE 1017/CSA B125 ASSE 1017/CSA B125

Protection Temperature/Paraffin Temperature/Paraffin Temperature/Paraffin Digital control

Lead Free Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sizes ¾” – 2” ¾” – 2” ¾” – 2” ¾” – 2”

Pre-piped/Factory 
Tested Yes Yes Yes Yes

Options Cabinets, High Temp Alarm Cabinets, High Temp Alarm
Cabinets, High Temp 

Alarm, Aquastat, Pump, 
Balancing Valve

Cabinet, High Temp Alarm, 
Integrated Aquastat, Recirc 

Pump

Mixing Valves 101 – Point of Source Mixing Systems
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Digital Mixing Overview

23

Digital Mixing Benefits

• Energy and water savings can be achieved by 
greater temperature stabilization of hot water 
delivery temperature. 

• Digital mixing valves can control the entire 
tempered water recirculation loop at safe 
temperatures using electronic mixing valves, fast 
response sensors, and high-speed actuation. 

• The components of a digital water mixing, and 
recirculation station can be easily replaced with 
union connections and isolation valves are built into 
the station.

24
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Digital Mixing Control Module Intelligence

• Digital mixing stations provide more 
precise control of mixed water 
temperature, quickly adjusting to 
demand changes. 

• This graph shows the spikes in water 
use in a typical large hotel during 
peak demand periods.

Peak Dem and in a Typical Large Hotel During Early M orning Hours
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Why Go Digital? Facility Challenges 
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When considering monitoring and controlling your 
domestic hot water system what are your biggest 

challenges?
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Why Go Digital? Facility Challenges 
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What’s most important to monitor and adjust remotely?
5 – most important / 1 – least important 
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Why Go Digital? Facility Challenges 

Considering a domestic water system dashboard, rate the following features in terms of desirability.
1 = Not Desirable, 5 = Very Desirable

5 .0

4 .5
4 .3

4 .2

3 .8

A ler t  not i f icat i on Pr i or i ti zed  A le rt s D at a l og gi ng Re por t  Cr eat i on D at a t r en ds

Facilities, Owners, Brands

Highly Valued Features
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Digital Mixing Features

The Smart Mixing Valve for Domestic Hot Water in Commercial 
and Institutional Facilities

• Certified to the same requirements of Thermostatic 
Valves - ASSE 1017

• Lead-free Certified to NSF requirements

• Provides temperature stabilization to the user-
defined building circulation temperature within ±
2ºF as compared to ± 7ºF (valves >40gpm capacity) 
control required by ASSE 1017 

• BAS Communication protocols available to collect 
and monitor system data

• Easy to commission Hi-Temp Sanitization capability 
to thermally mitigate Legionella bacteria

29

Digital Mixing Features
Variables that can be monitored include:

• Hot and cold supply temperature and 
pressure

• Mixed outlet temperature and pressure
• Return temperature and pressure

• Mixed and return outlet flow rate
• Total energy consumption

• Facility is able to access data from the system controller or through the BAS
• Digital mixing provides error codes help to troubleshoot problems
• Controller-driven smart systems anticipate conditions that may lead to system 

instability and takes corrective measures to preemptively return the system to stable 
operation

30
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Digital Mixing Station Critical Components

Electronically-controlled 
Actuator w/Manual Override

Outlet Sensors
• High Temperature Limit
• Outlet Temperature Sensor
• Pressure Sensor

Hot Water Supply
• Temperature Sensor
• Pressure Sensor

Control Module
• BAS enabled 
• Non-volatile Memory

Cold Water Supply
• Temperature Sensor
• Pressure Sensor

System Return
• Temperature Sensor
• Pressure Sensor

Customer-specified 
Recirculation Pump

Optional Flow Sensors
• Mixed & Return Flow
• Energy Consumption)

HW/CW Blending Valve

• Available in 1 ½” and 2” 
sizes in single valve, dual 
valve and triple valve 
configurations

• Station capacities range 
from 23 gpm up to 405 
gpm (@ 10 psid)

• Sensors track compliance 
for water management 
program or issues that 
could impact operations of 
the building
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Digital Mixing Station Key Features

• Energy is saved through the ability to detect when the system pump can no longer generate 
flow. 

• Turns the pum p off when the desired recirculation tem perature is attained and turned back 
on if the temperature falls below a pre-set limit.

Dead Head Pump Control (where applicable)

• An electronically controlled valve provides near 100% shutoff of hot water during zero-demand 
periods, eliminating the potential for temperature creep. 

• Eliminates the need for a circuit setter/balancing valve, simplifying the overall set-up and maintenance 
of the hot water delivery system.

Zero Demand Temperature Protection

• Actuator has an internal capacitor to position the valve to full cold water upon any power failure. 

• Actuator has an override that allows manual adjustment of the valve during a prolonged outage. Once 

power is restored, the controller returns the system to the previous setting. 

Power Loss Protection

32

Digital Mixing Valve Critical Components and Features

• Available in ¾”, 1”, 1 ½”, and 2” sizes

• Valve capacities range from 23 gpm up to 123 gpm (@ 10 psid)

HW/CW Blending Valve

Control Module
• BAS enabled 
• Non-volatile Memory
• Wi-Fi capability

Electronically-controlled 
Actuator w/Manual 

Override

Outlet Sensor
• High Temp Limit
• Outlet Temperature Sensor

33
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Thermostatic vs. Digital Mixing Valve Repair Parts

Three Way 
Lead Free ball 
valve w/ check 
valves

Fast acting 
Temperature 
Sensor 
(Mixed Outlet)
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Digital Mixing Benefit Summary

• As architects grow in their knowledge of how to deliver buildings that are 
both energy efficient as well as those that conserve water, details matter. 

• Digital advances in plumbing technology include new digital water mixing 
and recirculation systems for commercial and institutional buildings as part 
of a hot water regulating “plug and play” commercial boiler system. 

• These units have simplified some of the uncertainties and challenges of safe 
hot water delivery.  
– By managing changes in temperatures and pressures, the speed of 

response to mixed outlet temperature changes is greatly increased.

Understanding the complex hot water system will provide tools that assist design 
professionals to develop more sustainable buildings. 
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IoT Connection Overview

36
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Why Digital Mixing with IoT?

37

“If COVID-19 taught us anything as it relates to building 
environmental conditions, it is that secure, remote 
connectivity plays a more important role than ever before
to ensure safe working conditions for occupants. The 
capability to remotely monitor and maintain buildings 
reduces exposure risks for service employees, and 
provides facility managers operational visibility and 
control in order to adjust equipment performance based 
on occupancy or environmental conditions.”

More focus on remote connectivity

--Contracting Business, June 2020
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Why Digital Mixing with IoT?

Staff and budget reductions make a tool that 
optimizes deployment of scarce resources highly 
valued

§ Central monitoring via web apps provides monitoring of valve 
performance across multiple devices and locations from a 
single location point

§ Adjustments can be made remotely, making local engagement 
with the device not required

Enables Efficient Resource 
Deployment
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Why Digital Mixing with IoT?
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Visibility to multiple devices in multiple 
locations — anytime, anywhere.

D o rm s

Lectu re  H alls/C lassro o m s
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Digital Mixing IoT Features

• Remote monitoring and control on the web with 

mobile app

• Text, email and push alerts prioritized by safety and 

potential liability

• Generate PDF and CSV reports of device performance 

for compliance with state, local and national codes

• Temperature set back feature conserves energy during 

low-demand periods

• Easy documentation and reporting to meet ASHRAE 

188 and CMS Mandate requirements

• Wireless connectivity
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Online Digital Mixing Savings Calculator

• Estimates the difference in energy cost 
required to heat water to desired 
settings.

• Calculates difference in cost between 
the Digital Valves and an equivalent 
TMV.

• Calculates energy required to raise 
recirculation water temperature from 
the lowest end of the temperature 
control range to the outlet and water 
heater temperatures.

• Energy and water savings can be 
achieved by greater stabilization  of hot 
water delivery temperature, reducing 
the overall energy budget for hotels, 
hospitals, institutions, or large 
commercial buildings. 
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Incorporation of Digital IoT Into Quality Water Management
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IS Jr. IoT

Report Cover 

and inside pages

Reporting Compliance
Assemble

your water 
management 

team

Map your 
premise
plumbing 
system

Establish critical 
control point 

measures

Identify 
your 

areas of 
risk

Monitor 
& take 

planned 
corrective 

action

Document Evaluate
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Ideal Digital Mixing IoT Applications

Healthcare Facilities Schools/Universities Hotels/Resorts

Corrections FacilitiesHi-Rise Apartments K-12 Schools

Office Buildings

Health Clubs
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Digital Mixing Family of Solutions

Safer and More 
Efficient Hot Water 

Delivery from 
Point-of-Entry to Point-

of-Use
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In Review

You should now be able to understand:
• The importance of mixing valves in a plumbing system

• The evolution of technology that blends water in mixing valves

• Thermostatic Mixing Valve technologies

• Digital Mixing Valve technology

• The benefit of Digital Mixing IoT Connected devices
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Contact Us!

Dave Desjardins
Business Development Manager 

for Tempering
david.desjardins@wattswater.com
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